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Trump’s Art of the Reveal: Give $1 MILLION to Dems Who
Provide Vote-fraud Evidence
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“Where’s the evidence?!” ask posturing
politicians and pundits regarding 2020-
election vote-fraud allegations, though most
thus querying don’t really want evidence.
But here’s an easy way to get it:

President Trump needs to offer $1 million
and full immunity to the first 100 Democrats
who come forward with proof of serious vote
fraud.

And they’ll sing like a mockingbird during
mating season.

So suggested commentator Wayne Allen
Root on Sunday, writing that Trump needs
“to create a new reality show, ‘Who Wants to
Be an Instant Democratic Millionaire … and
Get Full Immunity?’”

Calling the strategy a “game-changer” that can “save” the country, Root mentions that he’d predicted
weeks ago on radio that Trump “would win a huge electoral victory on election night; Democrats would
try to steal it away from him; we’d spend weeks or months in court and eventually wind up at the
Supreme Court; we’d suffer mass unrest and riots during one of the most tough, divisive periods in
America’s history; and then, finally, Trump would win the presidency with a Supreme Court ruling, led
by our newest hero and champion of conservatism, Justice Amy Coney Barrett.”

Root’s prediction’s first part, which was made by others as well and was easier to call, has become
reality. Trump did dominate Election Day voting and seemed poised to win a second term by capturing
swing states including Wisconsin, Michigan, Georgia, and Pennsylvania. Yet vote-counting was then
mysteriously halted in some states, only to be resumed in the next morning’s wee hours.

The result, in part, was two single-instance ballot dumps in Wisconsin and Michigan numbering,
respectively, 125,000 and 200,000 — of which 100 percent went to Biden, according to National File (I
believe other sources have stated it was close to 100 percent). Any statisticians reading, please tell us
the odds on that.

(For more information on the widespread vote fraud, click here, here, here, here, here, and here.)

Root proceeds to point out that Trump and his supporters delivered: The president won approximately
70 million votes, eight million more than in 2016 and a historical record — and this doesn’t include
discarded GOP votes, which a source told me are massive in number.

But it didn’t matter.

Trump could have won 80, 90, or even 100 million votes; the figure was irrelevant. The Democrats,
overcome with TDS and power lust, were going to manufacture as many ballots as necessary to flip the
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election. Heck, I have it on good authority that they had the multitude of phony Biden votes all prepared
and ready to go before the election.

So the GOP vote number didn’t matter, not with “Democrat voter fraud, ballot harvesting, mail-in
ballots and deadlines allowed well past Election Day,” writes Root. You can’t win when you’re abiding
by Queensberry rules and the other side fights no-holds-barred.

But what’s done is done. As to what can now be done, Root writes that “there’s only one way for Trump
to beat them.” He continues:

It’s all about the Benjamins. It’s all about greed. It’s all about the carrot versus the stick.
There’s no other way to win at the Supreme Court except to bring hard evidence that the
election was stolen by Democrats.

The only way to get that is to bring witnesses to testify, who participated in the scam and
know explicit details.

Trump must offer $1 million each to the first 100 Democrat participants in the stealing of
the election who come forward. We’ll create 100 instant Democrat millionaires for hard
evidence, photos, videos and testimony that leads [sic] to a Supreme Court decision
overturning this election.

Along with $1 million to each of 100 witnesses, they each also receive full Department of
Justice immunity. But if you don’t come forward first, everyone else who participated is
going to prison for life. Because the stealing of a presidency is treason.

Root also mentions that the total bill, $100 million, is chump change in political-campaign world. Why,
Michael Bloomberg blew that much trying to win Florida. Moreover, not only would donors happily
cough this up, but Trump could likely fund the endeavor himself (I’d make the offer $2 million per head,
by the way).

I don’t know if the rest of Root’s prediction — SCOTUS intervention that rights our massive electoral
wrong — will come to pass. But it is possible that what’ll come back to bite the Left is one obvious
weakness: their irrationality.

What we’ve witnessed is the jump-the-shark version of vote fraud, a historic scheme so brazen, so
transparent, and so apparently filled with holes that it’s hard to imagine it holding together.

Then again, when you control the mainstream media, Big Tech, most of corporate America, academia,
and entertainment — the whole culture, essentially — maybe you really can compel enough people to
nod obediently and say that a naked emperor is wearing clothes. Either way, it will certainly be a
verdict on whether we deserve to exist as a free and prosperous people.
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